The debate over health care reform: Houston, we have a problem

The political debate over health care reform will reach a tipping point early this fall. No one knows for sure what will happen. All summer we have seen a complicated subject confuse politicians, pundits, health care planners, employers, and the public. At this point one might ask, what problem are we trying to solve?

My answer to this question comes in two parts: one is reducing out-year costs for health care by bending the curve on incremental growth, and the other is enacting insurance reform to provide universal coverage and portability regardless of preexisting conditions. Changing one part has weighty consequences for the other, and so my thesis for discussion in this JCI forum is quite simple: affording insurance reform is not possible without cultural change. To accept real reductions in health care costs is not possible without cultural change. To pay for insurance reform, we must either pay higher taxes or higher copayments for low-value clinical services, or some combination of all three.

In truth, solutions to health care reform are always cultural and must be cautiously incremental for one important reason: health care delivery at the moment is the economy (1). At 16% of gross national product, in spite of wide recession, the health care sector still provides most of our current job growth. Whether it is provider reimbursement, general labor costs for clinical care, medicinal or device manufacturing, facilities construction, insurance administration, information technology, or nursing home and hospice expansion, there are real incomes at stake. The middle of a recession is probably the worst time to fix something big. De Tocqueville, on his visit to the United States in the 1830s, observed that Americans are uniquely fixated on their sense of well-being, and Paul Starr has written there is no better example than our concern for better health (2); it is ineluctably part of our culture. While doctor-patient relationships are still the focal point of American medicine, someone else pays for them today, and this is why physicians face new, sobering demands for cost containment. As one example, at least 27 percent of health care costs are created in the last year of patients’ lives (3), a percentage that has fluctuated little over time. One obvious solution would be expansion of the hospice movement as an alternative for cost-sensitive, high-quality, end-of-life care (4), but even this has been contentious. For cultural or religious reasons, the profession and public are unable to face this choice in a forthright, sensitive manner without disintegrating into hyperbolic rhetoric.

There probably is enough money in our present health care system to enact insurance reform without new taxes if we were more careful with our clinical and administrative resources. The historical fragmentation of the health care sector, however, requires large numbers of small pieces to reassemble for this single purpose. Such a gathering will likely raise the false alarm of rationing and undermine serious discussion about something physicians can do right now, namely, reducing the variability in practice costs among doctors treating similar patients (5, 6). Attention to minimizing this variability is not rationing and has tremendous possibility for real savings. Reducing the cost of health care is also complicated by various motivations. The free market profit motives in health care relationships would have to change, and physicians would have to live with more clinical uncertainty — not every question a doctor could ask need be answered with a test (5). Yes, overtesting or overtreating is a hedge against malpractice suits, but absent that, many physicians today feel no additional responsibly for cost-effectiveness. This indifference leads to thoughtless application of expensive halfway technologies in the setting of minor illness or futility (1). Physicians today increasingly find it difficult to do the right thing and only the right thing for their patients.

It is not surprising that per capita costs for health care in the United States are twice those in other developed countries (7). One reason is salaries across the entire health care sector have grown large under the guiding influence of free market health insurance. Providers use historically generous reimbursement dollars wrestled away from competing insurance plans to stimulate the growth of other goods and services needed for clinical practice. Robust insurance reimbursement over the last 50 years also greatly benefited physicians by consolidating their professional authority and status as decision makers (2). Together these relationships drive capital investment to support demand for more modern facilities, imaging, drugs, and devices — all of which we need for the right patient.

The other reason we have high per capita costs is the emergence of competitive health plans in our free market culture: their goals
of the human economy without jobs. On the face of it, this concern principally underlies general worry over government proposals to form a new public insurance program for the uninsured. It may not happen and government may just subsidize free market insurance plans with new tax revenue, but even this approach is not financially viable without voluntary or legislated cost containment.

The scale of this new tax burden could be partially offset by adjusting insurance copayments. Copayments are another way to bend the curve on incremental costs. The question is, can they be adapted to our cultural norms regarding unfettered access to health care. The Rand Health Insurance Experiment, now 25 years old, foretells that patients with health insurance seek more access unless copayments rise (10). Copayments are a form of cost sharing, and they do reduce clinical usage, but there is a wrinkle. Higher copayments cause some patients to forego medications, critical tests, or preventive care. This perversity can be minimized by value-based insurance design, where copayments are kept low for high-value health care services and raised for everything else (11); this strategy could be applied selectively across all insurance plans, perhaps adjusted for income or age, and probably deserves more attention.

Finally, the flurry of debate over health care reform neglects one other related point, and it is one of my favorites. Holly Smith once remarked that the continued existence of diseases for which we have no answers is the most pressing health care problem of our times. If health care were universally available tomorrow, even at no cost, people would still be sickened by many diseases from which they will die (12). More and better clinical science is fundamental to restoring health and lowering costs. Science, after all, is the only pathway to transforming technologies that are truly more affordable because they are decisive. Unfortunately, no one can easily absorb this latter message with all the dirt and twigs in the air.
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